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Missing
Another beat stepping quickly and too kindly at some
non-existent door step
a frame can't quite honestly catch 
fully
there's a conception in wholeness that is faulty
in the idea of a modulates
chaos characteristically
missing
relevance in passages of wanting to mistake emotions
to not be distracted by them
or countering purposeful frustrations interrupting
as if that's all we could possibly do as feminine
patches of gray scale humming static
you forget the whole concept as if you knew
the ability to forget
or re-interpret
bellows of gratitude and excitement
harsh growling and silences
create spaces...consider it
the capability to
concentrate on nothings
for focus or something
free cagings for considering forethought enough
repetition for loneliness
but interestingly enough
your usually the one interrupting yourself so harshly
quick quiet if they care to remember the grumbling actuality of cases
and causes and h/story
composure or something like it
confiscated phrases of brilliance that have soaked out
the figure paths for coordinate postulates
continually morphing aspects of flesh
bending and melding and panting softly
in consideration
and what feels like....privacy.

Catching
Catching meanings that may not have been meant...
how long can you wait before saying
or waiting to sustain a line from falling in a place that seems redundantly
gratuitous withstanding a cultural snobbery of wealthy prestige
or some feeling of elitism



and again,
its nothing but the rain sighing that its too cold to be falling
and the sky would be opening
but there aint a space apart
confiscate me, conspiracy
the places marvels suddenly mishap to
in regard to such uncommon reference and stance
there isn't,
hopefully,
but i'm always missing even the correct way of missing it
it'll come around,
expectation in when it doesn't
because, really
the reactionary is not always best
it's already been said
to remember a way in which It maybe hasn't been
but assume the assemblies are already waiting for one to turn to the next
and start speaking
a line full of people
alone and waiting...
for days, for days
the test was just to speak to one another
to get out of the car in days of traffic
but we don't
always missing each other
independence
strange it is,
rather stressing vagrance
supposedly
though, from this perspective
anything could seam
perspectives in spellings
catching meanings that may not have been meant...
intentional as possible,
some things just happen by accident
such as an actual coincident
silences are grated with more withstanding silences
forever, it seems, may exist
as only a process, surely
no point to that though

Supposedly
supposing expressions from expressionless rooms
empirical reason without freedom



fighting with their own voices
for logic that escapes their faith systems
just hope for warnings
if you decide to jump in
some way or another
there are uncommon forms
for forgetting the language
you've gotten so used to
using
and by now, this has worn down a bit
supposing expressions from expressionless rooms
full of letters to haunt you
empty with conundrum
there are reasons for it
the timing, the casualty, the calm I seek to be
random excitement and misunderstanding
waiting for something that is never waiting
working, working
placement is never certain
and focal points shift quickly to in-congruent formulate
able to go places un-reachable
but for inferences from outside postulates
that do not infer the necessity in a singularity of collection
it is a collective existence of free radical stances
considerate and dependent on independence
from an observers stance which couldn't possibly formulate itself
owned bias
to science
but.
it is just a theory.

Not mine alone
Cut me up, then, pitches of sound
in frequent faction
splitting apart membranous passage
and listening to the mucous shift
in passion
be dispassionate enough to listen
not gasp of wonder and excitement
or curiosity to spring loose all those wells
of confusion and non-sense to reconcile
not mine alone
this confusion exists like a botanists
nervous protrusions



in a field of differentiating poleo
bending to the wind
and it's going to be a warm summers day
to be seen in this cold a climate
pines keep their leaves year round here, too
and bristle at interrogating so many
haunts for loss in authenticity and the damnable
discouragement of free thought and wondering

All to the Experiment
Release me to the re-masking metamorphose
conversation can be
without words
and remember a way to feel pressed tightly
toward
drag, grinding at me and gnashing teeth
mean and surprising
it overcame suddenly
the measurements of inward responding to compliment
or considerate
lashing lustful gate for closing gaps that are emptied
by the same frames of pestilence
carved in the ideas of crushing relationships
[(impulse moving strength)]
weakening empowerment of this turning language
about itself already
mutilations for the memory of sensations
until they are actually touching
distal fragments of caution
all the ways being unkempt, undeserving
put on a disguise again before you fall
they wont see the slight terror in your eyes
when you realize you've released entirely
unto someone
the entirety of nothing
for more longing, foreboding
this life is a staring gape asking if you dare
without meaning to
all to the experiment



Do Not Resuscitate
you are some random splatter of coincidence
for moments and occasions
for experience and experiment
the inconsistent wonderment of death
door frames and steps of consciousness
the recesses of your head aren't enough
to fill your own time with you must have some myth
to interrupt others with
dead and gone
my heart stopped beating
there's a machine signed with heavy black lettering
do not resuscitate

try 
set a formula
watch it run
how far it takes to ravel calmly undone
masking faces seeped in sorrow with riddles
and sarcastic conundrum
or it would seem to some
but hardly many would bother with the prevarication
withstanding that sort of indicative patterning would 
necessitate in them
bothersome questions and annoying stances
pushing at clouds and masks of clarity
rambling the brambled alleys of my head
starting calmly at all the beauty dreamt
garden walls bending over
to the common weeds blushing bright red
over the gate curling bright green traces
of puddled pavement and dirt in reflection
fields of landscape and, forget about the garden gates
always closed to us anyway and delicate to climb
they like the vine oak better than the ivy, 
clamoring for the rash response and harsh blushing
reactionary, used to hiding passive aggressively
hope for patience and tact, not strength and agility
situationally
avoidance is an art and science
forgetting where the gate is long enough to tell a friend
clattered closed behind and upward bits of sky biting at the
shadows of leaves hanging
to pass along a thought in a line forgotten
you take this, then, as if it were ever anyone's to begin with
freedom
the feeling of being liberated



sound air and sturdy countenance
in a frequent movement of heavy, heaving sorrow and caged
weight of shadow and resilience
affinity

No Where
or could not be requite, technicality
find the worst ramble
consider the coherently discerning syllables
symbols of thoughtfulness
enraged and unable to act out their full dissonance
masks for tolerating certain attitudes in characteristically
gritting locked stances of language
a trick to a magician is a miracle to a holy person
both deserve their explanation
and have had themselves plenty of them
sounds of imaginary dialogue in the calculation of stance
embracing formula concerned with respect for space
is fighting symbolism for voice
heavy condolences and grinning bearings
clutching at the heart break
pumping softly and surly to rhythms just beyond my mind scape
mindfully in awe and fear
asking what else to ask
for different questions and concerns
the ways we see or describe each other
being well beyond the suddenness of pangs like desire or fear
though fortunes are spent on virtues to concentrate such elements
seeking the same gratuitous carve to my own virtuous words
working themselves to gather the noting of what could
or could not be requite, technicality
a flag or banner or poster or fly-er of some sort
just to get the gist
wings off the dragging considerates flapping carelessly
in the drowsy youthful glower and the personal surety
of nothing but...
every re-balancing could be someone else's concentrates
the fumbling dilemma of forget fullness or 
considerate desecration of a focal decision
curving gregariously to seek a preponderance without concentrating
on an ending or a beginning and every word you could choose instead
a confusion for a character you have formulated yourself
hiding behind some mask you've fashioned in an attitude
from the binding tendencies of manufactured emotional responses



and forced replies
such indecency in hiding so vividly
in yelling out so quietly the quickening of so many trying to catch up
away from themselves as the parts paying so much attention
to an attachment that needs its uncertainty for alias
you ran your hand through your hair
or lifted your arm to your forehead 
gathering some imaginary process that I need
to get to where I need to get there 
for no where

And No Other
vanguard is curiously upset with prevarication
but for cause is one for instances
of insecurity with the actual common stances of situation
instill nothing and be so wary of such thoughtfulness in such corners
as coroners in canvased words of the loss in self
and no other
never forgive, never forget
and you foreground to eventide instead of the interdependence of lingering debt
in thought or supposed thoughtfulness to subject oneself withstanding in
that giving which is a debt itself, in any case it seems
to exist apart is theft from those whom think they own
another being in any form, whether number idea or code

Lying on a Bed of Nails
noticed the hinting indicative silences again
shrugging and nodding me in from corners
long cars and imagined coffins
lie, tell me anyway I guess
its harshly critical at best and terribly trusting at
the falling garish pounding of nails and lying down
steadily upon some bed of much the same make
eyes almost closed, head and neck flexed with understanding tension
and restraint
and we don't cry out in anything but silencing
for the digging of pennies for a bag to put toward lodging
and a tarp in case it rains
for the empty smiles and thin hand shakes gripping tighter
the rain between fingertips and wanting pestilence



of need
considered wanting and overwhelming
means to what ending separations 
solute and solitude
expect calamity and disastrous expectations to be hinted and carefully hid
amongst the careless feet about the lying performance
starting to pick up speed, starting to feel the sensations of flesh pushed
upon such sharp edges
and the warm relevance between harsh pricks of embarrassment
some onlooker caught eyes wandering for a moment from the solace of darkness
behind the curtains
calm, calculated and serene, narrowed slightly and releasing pace
imagined from the slight peace in breath
drawing up the resilience to stay lying perfectly still
focused wandering to relax for moments
in welling tears belonging to the roaring tide
of vigor and emotion within each wayward flicker of movement left
between imaginary stances coaxing another gaze of awkward awe
interest and motivations for themselves shuffling politely to avoid the spectacle—
it started to look like sweat, the heat of the day just passing its passions in silent rage
to another calm rain gathering carefully the medium between the points met on their backs
with points on their chest and belly and thighs
the mud is bright red wrought with the falling moisture
it started to rain (its been raining)
the nails rusted and the actor went home again to count scars and trace their patterns
from mirrors without backs
etching clarity from the nervous pictures thrown in terrifying twitches of imagined sensation

We're Immune to It
zero and one have a fight going on
to see which one can reach the other
without touching
find the phase to recognize the ways
trench work has come undone
remove the rubble and the rotten flesh
from the seeping wounds we've piled each other with
regaining graceless confidence
confiscating my own delinquencies
when it comes to loving sickness
wincing wouldn't come from the supposedly diseased
we're immune to it
the phages and dust between turning over an idea
are much more easily seen
nodes of reference not quite a scarring



but dead quietly somewhere in my head
in their own quick moving
transit 
and the way your hands move me,
it's all a transitional phrase
passing graciously to some unwanted monster
understanding the share of writing
the biology of language
it's not self mutilations or denial,
science grazing with religions
grappling the hooks thrown like x's to mark some referendum
miss carefully to hit around a quandary in treading
hang loose
just asking?
Your choice is hardly ever your own
in grinding past the talus that used to throw around movement
to grab your attention like a dice game
take your chances on the unknown spaces
(your hands slid to my hips)
empty overflowing

Pay No Attention
she'll start describing the passions of the angels at night in bed with her
and doesn't want to think about the relevance of telepathy
in that time or frame
strangers, then
Angles in acids carting glances of flesh and memorization
a happenstance friction for moments
gathered enough to factor a fractal and project
some relevance to your mind space
which varies with the sights and castings
of the day or week or life in a body
amorously and amorally dissecting emotional relevance in speech
or some random factor of recombination
that some shift of mind drew in for participation
practicing itself as a performance
in avoidance and gracious tact
wanting and unknowing 
hopeless hopeful urging
neglectful wastelands of unseen consequences
the foresight to relegate the consideration of differentiating
what is real
from prescriptions written in allowances of thought
and fear



that tend naturally to rebel
when there are casts written to threaten
the necessary fluidity in being
whatever, whenever

For Drying and Further Distortion 
hears the sirens bellow from beneath
and wants to rid you of their howling persistence
to move from one position sitting
to another altogether 
how will my will ever find you
it refuses to exist
fingertips and merriment dancing in keys
I can barely remember
but like the sort of movements you never forget
your eyes, your ears, your mouth, your tongue;
so many ways to manipulate the senses
besides written or spoken language
and besides, the window has been opened
but left lay the bodies fallen at the bottom of the stepes
for drying and further distortions
flowers for your bough-er to roll in
bowing great weights to the lifting glances of revelry
in hardly reverent passions
traversing heights to reach depths again
tends to take on major constituents
of those surrounding it
elephant head trumping for protections
of feelings and warmth in embrace
guarding ourselves passionately
from mean dispassionate reluctance
and to forget fullness—
feeling frustrations in flesh 
while carried by some non-congruence
some sadness or numbing compliance in redundancy tightening a slow grip
about the same moving immovable object
of words working
satisfying some hunger against me
so easy, so easy
eat your own flesh so goddamn carelessly
be devoured or something
lit aflame and agast in passions thumping loudly
to their own beat
apart and awake thrumming



Uh, Stranger...
forced compliance bashing my every sense of justice
as naturally as it could
wrong or right? Neighbor, it's neither, and there aren't two ways about that.
dominance in relational value
we are comfortable with as being forced as beings
to assume these precedents to discussion or relevance
and the extremism in moral that tests based on this absolutism
is unfair at best,
and at worst can be downright degenerative to situational regard
of people as individuals, and circumstances as unique
feeding the punishment discourse in a society of punishers and victims
writing others' stories without knowing or speaking
based on totality in morale or assumptions
that are never absolute
how could any possibly assume enough to take anothers' life
on a character that is reliant on all the constant inconsistencies
that mediate existing as ever changing
...and from a stranger?...

Permits
they allow us in what is reasonable
surprising a misconception with honesty
or non-remorse and discourse
rather than the catch back stacks of mean stupidity and arguing
the same rumbling aches and disdain
differences in remembering a perspective or a glancing
digging up grave sites of arguments
that are the differences for dissonances in discourse
in some uncommonly regarding the steady systemic reasoning
in reaction-ism for a bi-decibel of decision making
to work change to the standard braces and bracketing
they allow us 
in what is of relevance and or reason
pecking at the worms left in piles
after the dead are carried carefully to the surface
their rotten flesh and blank staring for the real world
casts and characterizing
of believable makeup and latex



or the remembrance of the smell of death
hot like formaldehyde or embalming fluid
coursed and cursing the bones just showing
the widened mouth without lips
gums bleeding
tongues still wagging
their decisions usually a totality of one or the other
a forced coercion of decision based on manufactured needs
and subsidies on living based on the limits provided by capitalist greed
still wearing caps to delinquent thought from universes they create themselves
of stolen lives and impermissible interruptions
independent thought
past their favorite programming
there are mice chewing through the fabric of their pomp
finding mouthfuls of flesh from the still slightly hairy bones

You?
trees falling to unseen weight
in coincidence or accident
and bent so to break at wind
that can seem so superstitious
apart from any rigorous mathematics
bumblebees swing kindly at the fallen pine cones
impossible caring for unsightly words
and chance to change numbers for kind lettering
possible movement and rhythm
from the spinal column
in sum protecting mechanism
so many heroes about these days
for the birds' nests swung and strewed about in pieces
or the equations that never equal
and the impossible realm
we tried build ourselves
with numbers beyond reason and
logic to withstand the absolutism
of the ever-abstract math
like
pulse or ionic flux metering
steps or cast glance
contriving passage
if only for imaginary body
to some will beyond
the rigors of sourced reality
to be so convinced of dimensions



of a source beyond
and forget every observation has it's opinions
it's just the weather underground
pulsing weight and heaving itself
in wind from the solid matter
it seems to regard in the spaces found
between hard beds of soil
full of noxious weeds

What a Feeling
lost yourself again before your line started picking up
some random organization or relevance
being timed carefully to other relegation
entirely unfamiliar
casting strange character or groping
hinting or carving diligent scars
gravel scratching
the sky turning itself to you calmly
gaping wide and mean
as if capturing is ever enough
abstraction for avoiding
what feeling
dissociating some part of dissection
that feels so dangerous
and heeding warnings in such cantankerous carries
is always disastrous
turning about careful weighted passivity
ambiguity carousing the limits of nothing
with the slow, steady
grumbling past stereotypes of left behinds
wearing away about the pick ups after the last has already seen the toll
beat a line and stay or go
careful not to latch with any diligence
to the passionate inferences that feel like inspiration
in calm grimace
intuition and intentional excitement
forget the beginnings of the words
the letters work themselves
form
standing against places
belonging to
the greed of possession
and the lonely death
sound



When the World was Upside Down to You
music was looking for typeface again
and asked physics, but they remained silent
and keeps telling me
it's your wrists, your technique is terrible
and you can't read music
not to mention,
utter lack of theory...
but it's drawn nowadays
not dots between bars
wobbles in peaks and valleys
the medium is our head space
our instruments our bodies...
increments of sacrilege
vulgar and serene
the harsh gaping wound
staring in the form of a screen
it's just resonance in wavelength
and ionic flux, basically
the lowest note we know
is one to us that will never actually be
one of those anomalies
of sight we cannot see
or sound we cannot hear
but infer upon plainly
amalgamations and algorithm
in tonal inflection and bio-luminosity
putting forth shadow, not shining
incidents and refraction
and chasms of thought between
can you remember a gap between
when the world was upside-down to you?

All Over the Place
There's a mantle place
that's not worth the dusting
and fingerprints that episode
that same old wandering
horror of self



in un-breachable binds
(bend over, babe, let me get that straight jacket with my teeth)
there's sex in a graveyard
and beheading,
there's bloodbaths and gore
and all the correct time frames for the positions
in posturing like those statues
guarding who knows what hell
and you were prematurely unearthed
and it was just as frightening
bells tolled in the graves
all over the place
and those that hadn't thought to put one in
decided to pass the time with gentle moaning
the way you do when you first wake in the morning
soft and calm and, well
just to us it sounded haunting
but to them
well
the graveyards fell to the same pillaging
and I wish there were more to tell
of the ringing bells
and those left open after post mortem surgery
because they said
just in case
you open me up

Exceptions
You blind fish
you octopussy eye
you giant squid all laid open
with saxitoxins and red tide
you nasal-genital complex
you sneeze and I wince
your uterine jealousy has the best of you on that one))
that loud mask for the pleasure you can't get
stop yelling
and don't tie me
i've been bound enough
and I know you are determined
but this is the only place
that can't use that filtrate
and someone brisked your tail
with eyelashes



what a fair scare
and there's an epic of a poem
we must avoid studying enough to write
there's a corpse
describing physiology and anatomy
asking where the little key is,
or how to dig it out
elbows inn, you always say
when things get tricky
can't imagine I could answer too many others
of the same type of question
but i've felt the same frustration
in the lack of conversation
and the way it used to be
if it ever really was.
What terrible exception

Flight
a bumblebee fell from the windowsill
nimble fingers etching out scars
for new wounds bleeding through
cuttings, bits of language our bodies make music with
if you listen close
to the words spoken that apply to situations
you aren't entirely in
except in your head
everything applies, some when
this is what you call
the in-between
and they'll say it's just a phase
or a phrase of coincidence
a catchy nuance to trap you in
bleeding
and it's a full moon again
they said
all about the snakes you don't need to step in
and the illumination 
that causes the worst shadowing
fighting for our ideas of sanity
against the solitude of their priory
the big houses and bad luck
and crickets on your doorstep
they sang you a tune 'you can't' 
remembering...



they told you a rhyme you wish to forget
have my lines been repeating yet?
Ask the algorithm how it's spelled
the catch, what's the catch
the fly traps all set
and the lightning bugs swung patterns in spit
to light the path with
we don't want it, their candlesticks gently burn them
such a different type of wic
than they're used to dealing with
the spider had shed its shell
once a year, 
such momentous occasions
but there are too many crickets in the cage
spiders eaten up by singing legs
no web to spin
all those dead mouses wasted
to feed the snake eating its own tail again
and you rattle off
like one's stuck in your mouth
(i'd like to use my own words, please
and I don't mind if they don't make entire sense to thee)
capstones
forget the cutting
capstones
forget the cutting
a bumblebee fell from the window pane

At Sea?
ambient transient sounds to digest
casualty in the usual coincidence of things
the word see
concentrate
difficulty to be received as some beauty
formulates accordingly in realist romantics
of actuality
of realizations in lonely
and letting my mind wander freely
foregrounding
cache frames for when i'm on my knees
walking without prescribed glass on
feeling the wobble of my feet to the earth
pounding effervescently pervasive lines in aliment
walking dirt roads



framing thoughts about
a concept in being alone
that the sounds of my own voice
and imagined counterpoints
like to dissect in casual vigor
fiber buried and conduction
rating
the passing virulence of portions in vocabulary
scratching away eloquently
while the calamity of modern living
is droning on about every inch of prospect and forgetful
eclectic recalling alleys of perspectives
hinted at in dreams and smiles and strange passages from books
brooding innocently—
whom are you smothering
with your idea of edifying your own pussyfooting about some sort of purity?
Oh, if I were braver
rather than just empty

See them as Limits
Limits [to] thought, limits [to] reasoning;
limits on non-liminal thought in certain situations
sets postulates in recurrence intricacies compatible with figures
with more depth tuning than
would be possible if tethered to more
well, swallowing transition
a womyn in the bottom smiling,
mice climbing through her jaw that has rotted away,
the mattress thrown on top is rotting and decayed
and tethers in trash piles
compost
junk
complaints against morality
for unlawful carnal knowledge
and, the
I suppose it bears repeating
See them as limits
these strangely postulated interruptions
and it's the same frustrations
that you would supposedly feel for them
in the elitism in academic schematics
allusions
horror shows gore porn
as if that's the best you could come up with in vulgarity



permissibly construing conscientiousness
in understanding that is,
that this is not always lovely
lonely
see,
accountability
for all those monsters we leave incongruously hanging around
in protein sheaths when we leave a thought with somebody
a wave
a cadence
a vicarious concentrate
a random imaginary position for recombinance
algorithmic absurdities to frame imaginary in the offset
in slights and polite upsets that are happening when interrupted
in as passionate a subject as life
formulation of thought in postulate
interrupts! in autonomous spectrae,
and offsets in gradients and compositions in slightly absurd abstracted
splatters, quickly collected and calculated rhythmically
in protective process
compared to the slow realization of concentrations
aliases in non-biased compilations
fortunately non-constraining
cautionary wounding warranties
a literate 
associations based on word correlations in thought processing
collectives autonomously in solidarity anonymously

Gather Itself Back Up
dancing inferences to situations i'm not allowed to be in
to languages involving me
that I cannot understand
congruence in language
hit at random seems perfectly
proportionate to noting
the narrative spiked drives of memory
mind
leans forward intuitively,
sets hard back accidentally
calmly watches the distraction of thought
gather itself back up
from the salt water
brackish brine lapping at the concerted conceptions
of



focus
the spectrum shifts irreparably
it's not spelled the way it sounds
slid, carefully
portions are too mealy and steady
comforter
to the rigorous brain exercises
unaware of the vigorous nodding to common plastics'
cause and replication
the computations of imaginary dynamics
blushing away a wake of comments
I can't possibly make
fuck sake
your carnal knowledge
is mistake
(yeah, sure, and someday we'll all be flying around like bees)
let me dance you directions
to the nearest flower
you can build a solitary nest of the petals
and never be bothered again
by the mathematics
that tell your wings they can't fly
there's no real sun these days anyhow
it's all florescent or seen through silk screens of chem-trails
blasting patterns at XY like we could find out
what zero and one are actually doing so close together

'You'd remember you've forgotten'
digestions of hems coursing through blasts to corridors darkened and endless feeling, digestions of
chemical process in phases, being projected in phrases being read electric
photons pumping
electrical gate to
electrical gate to physiological (pulse-) (path)
each pulse a jolt of information
jaunt
each electrical impulse an assortment of potential organization
read in group
the path is imaginary, the gate is left open
and there 
gardens on both sides of the fence
one of peppers, one of tomatoes—
the tomatoes were spicy this year.
a secret garden!
path is imaginary, it exists only in my mind as thought sensory



as imagery in imaginary
I can remember the little key and the weeping
over the garden gate
where lovers once led each other to embraces
the long boughs of haughty timber and the path
imagined was never actually seen
horizon lines perceptions of thoughts
ideas in imaginary tandem
flowers blooming spiral patterning
weeping dew and brushing off the pestilence of the scarring
of the winter
of the dark
of the soil
the warmth of the little animals eating away
at the compost
language and sound digestion
fielding at manners?
There was a ball at an asylum
a lecture at a prison about university-ality
avoiding a boarding school tone
((the fight for voice is rumbling))

There is No Reason.
Forget me,
lean over garden gates passionately to smell deeply
the scent of flowers with none
forgetmenot
grouping in clusters bowing carefully to whimsy and winding
of footsteps and the brushes left by pant-legs
that never entirely touch,
their thin roots wriggle out careful etches of earth
in constraining components of contrast and abstracting the motions
of motivated insects and gnawing rodents
chords, chords,
electrical inferences,
teeming masses
feeling something
not sure why—
'it's because,'
there is no reason.



In All Contrary
Soft pads of moss growing in slowly
about their feet,
pursing their mouths and grumbling
drinking a full glass
to the drops left root systems
how far can it sink in?
Showy hues of rotten blues
and consolidations to your pride,
you're something!
Pride being humbleness
in all contrary,
isn't it more prideful to want say in having none?
That others could abash for you
and tell you how you've done
it's not a coincidence although it is
and a formulated algorithm of existence
but, everybody has one
no body actually does
and to be accurate
there is no soul
(and...don't worry about the standardized personality traits
everybodies' got em')

Dead Flowers Wintering
quiet weather—
(harsh, harsh winds)
did you forget in your romantic winter-scape
the wind
in the doorways—
water seeps gently down the cracks about the window sill
in the basement dirt whell
that catch up the freezing nights
to gently spread breathing patterns
along the glass that still just
barely melt during the day
to re-grow when the temperatures rise again
to rigid
The flowers hang their heads
dried and gently wreathing in oddly chromatic motions
to the winds
howling gazes of formidable off stance
lash slightly



in a feeling of cold's warnings;
gently smashing into each other
after their elasticity and ease of motive
in photosynthesis is removed by themselves
the cold guards to their own hearts
pressing hard and growing frost
amongst their feet
gently screaming and moaning
can't pass time like a bramble weed,
gently chattering and softly accosting
the gratuitous elasticity of the green youth-like
boughs and timbers
death lingers on not mourning for their own flesh
of taking a movement of character
in contrast to the slight twisting of growth
in amiable fashion
in beauty according to movement in spring—
the clash of quaking limbs against bark and clamoring
for the little melt and rushing of river
a corpse of summer
is shaking at me
it's head casting gazes
like rotting flesh
winter is coming

Poets Arguing about Copyright
spinning out stratum of magnified consequence
in movement
and given hands for giving hearts
or something
bodies are colliding
but not so violently as expected;
more of a morbidly soft dance
of decadence in decay
and absorption
bits and pieces
grouping at times
and uniquely apart at others
though you wouldn't notice et.
without outside perspectives
or assumed once
postulated projections
of observational patterns
oh, ! the singularity of coincidence



or supposed submissions
of intellect to intelligibility
[it's...probably just invaginative particians of inner matrices]
cross contaminate
you villains!
you think of other beings unabated by
the rigors of trenching accordance in language
with consent and emotional manipulation
or non-complicit functional relational value
remember
a ratio
not necessarily a rate or...weight
breathe
bi-carbonates
what a-e/ffects the filtrate?
Fluxing like tiny twinges of electric
stinging, tingling loose endings
of focus to tie knots
electricity converging chemicals
the one beneath forgot itself and seeped back to the
blood brain
barriers that we carried for ourselves
as if our own breaking could abide in them

Gratification Procedures
imagined pressure and distance
graphing out gratification procedures
humming to oneself the ways to interrupt
the relevance in doubt scathed from absurdity
threatening coercive negligence
destructive processes
a culture for pedistles
all they really want is you wearing that sash and waving
parties and platforms and take the opinions you are given never making your own
it's not for you anyway, this mad world of mine
pitching at the unconscious distinct irreverence and particular vulgarity
in such districts, in such distinct
hazy curiosities confusions and deception
duality dichotomy and hypocrisy
latch to somewhere comforting and clean
what you need is the destruction you would imagine of another
keep your own destruction and keep away from such devises
the world is peeling away layers of concern
and interwoven caricatures



and whose view of the world would pity itself some reception?
The workers are steep in their own toils of recollection
ripping each other apart
accidents that we should never see or catch wind of
we suffer each other like limbs torn asunder
nowadays there's distrust for others
and the raging concerned! To paint fit impersonation in moral detection
according to the populare afforded by the metered lies and money
knows
there's always something for hire

Hot Springs, Cold Springs
watering old man's bones
procrastinating the mingling
disciplinary thought
why the quandary?
Confusion or fear
and delinquency
honor and balance humors
shifting platforms
in staging of our characters
formulated
working for the allowance of silence
the same from yesterday
new suggestions saved from the rhetoric of ethic
their wringing hands thought of inference
but expression presided indifference—
experience the self-preservation of perspective

Notes
notes in margins of phantom limbs of reasoning
resilient and somewhat repetitious
exploration never saw such limits as or in degree
of qualifiers for free thought 
it's just your own risk assessment
that could use to shift away from blame
responsibility in such interaction doesn't need it
for texture to link tactile representations—
imaginary touch
attitude in sensation



a sense for meaning
often masked and harsh or spoken too plainly
memorization methods
or learned responses in the blink of an eye
frustrated excitement
rigorous thought process
in sanity
self-defense—
for the sake of accuracy!
Imaginary objects are cascading random incidents from
coincidental inspiration
conserve yourself from the concerns of inaccuracy for lengthy enough moments
to find the needed data searching through wild guesses or conservatively stored progressions
converging themselves to reaction
imaginary moves memory
thought can recall itself lost
hidden with some strange contrivance of language or emotional sealing
to remember what you have forgotten as something still forgotten
the tips of tongues
tacking themselves out of
dead spaces with dreaming—
flesh-like tendencies in martyrdom
to retain against wills' movement
membranous disturbances
and coordinate transcriptions
...the way remembering recalls itself
long before any actual

Nothings
proving nothings to themselves
as if the pitying bargains accidentally laid against us
would help the worthless weight
of overwork or analysis
for the popular notions exiting science
and reading themselves as if from an observation 
in points that never exist
to the rhetoric we're given
wrestling with 
accuracy in questioning and awkward suggestions
of metaphorical movement
in the way we describe emotion
or try to refuse our speculation in reaction-ism
and reason with ourselves for the sake of accidental accuracy
frustration so often stomped on by unthinking glances



if the purpose was ever jealousy or greed
let's do ourselves better, tactfully out-wringing the traps
set so easily
paint you in any way they please
talk some part into existing or playing along
character
still and stored for cases and captions
to move itself along
each skill to a character 
portrayed beyond consciousness
holding sway upon whatever feeling moves the next
process of digestion to regard the process itself
attitudes to persevere themselves beyond some retrospect
neglected contribution
apart from gathering itself
for aptitudes of thought process
slowly dodging and burning in motion
hurried lettering and boredom
the variances of vision
hurried lettering and boredom
teetering and asking again the same questions
all yourself to answer them 
forget and quake or forgive yourself for hiding
and forsake the foreshadowing of another lecture hall—
find another place to sit and listen
practicing jotting down easy framework and rhythm
to others speaking

Social Structure and Prefabrication of Associative Coincidence.
Categorization methods'
random wonderment
running into you—
avoid the stigma 
attainment.

Censorship of reality for constitutional standards
morals upheld by generations of generators
fat-cat giants
tyrants and their favorite page masters
wielding whips and fists of defiance
in fairness
in all

careless belligerence



and what feels like allowance
desecration of decadent hallways
we tried singing trills down sideways
ourselves
confidentiality

and even the idea of privacy
is violently stolen from me
unyielding pressure
forsaking value
freely

Laws in Anarchy
try principal
asked situationally
against interrogation
in fair governance
organs, and there's pockets for other strange puckers and grimace
suffered in the sudden variance
to frequent refusal of tactic
and worried glances against
those fitted to win some battle within my own mind
you have ultimatums to choose
rather than choose from
and what about the destruction
against having to respond 
anxieties hardly helping
the terrors they feed
were never our relevant
expectations—
and alone...
avoid the inference spelling
spectacles and speculation that never fits
the quandary amid the chores or financing
privacy and penance beyond the strange trips and parody
welcome and lovely
asking itself beyond such stolen lines
toed carefully for supposed honor
dissonance and respectful
bantering the ballasts of our containing
and the symbols beyond ravel themselves to common stances
all too readily hung behind any sound or coincidence
noticing the ways taken unraveling
considerations—



humyn
fortunate ill constraints
resounding against the assumptions of lost and always losing
we laugh the loudest at the jokes against us
discomforter
same lines again
dragging themselves carefully to retrace the lines in dirt
kept clearly to consider equality and shading
nothing personal says my imaginary thought 
to itself
filling quickly in gaps with stances in silencing
the beautiful idea
the great levener of thought
absolute freedom

Armchair
stealing me away my passion flips and slides
flares and ridges itself
beyond the ravines
guessing themselves some humor or sense of
sensation or reasonable
question
random stressful
measurements
of facial expressions
ledging against the ambiguity of processing or forcing ultimatums
rather than listening to the silencing
quiet.
Novice
to have every abstracted postulate some concrete forum of indicative

Brain Sweat
brain sweat in arachnoid process
another procrastination of absolute
and connotative avoidance of any greatness in transitional
phase
perceptions of grandeur from others' contrivances
a general usage of such words or works or understandings?
Purchase in convergence and separation 
suddenness and great perilous distances



exist between any relevance
and the reasoning between becomes askew
impatient superstitions and ravenous
contradictions unraveling themselves
to unheard lessons in setting
portion-less filtrate and wild guesses
there are limbs and limits askew about the
radius of the skull
testing reaction in memory
to the pursing of lips
commanding so much space
about concept sketching
pedals of conjecture and strange
light grips in reflective
patterning
recall, again
the way you tend to say
there is no way beyond this
abruptness like a season
and no metaphor to mask absence in
scenery
there are glacial hills sighing off weight that
should prove to us our own
destruction's construct

VOID
who cares to read scratches
as if the sounds become letters?
Curses of connected knotting systems
praises looping themselves in
quarked and sparking patterns
dark spaces and silence form
interstitial rhythmic dimension
defiance in bright flashes
regards for shape
paths traces in coordinating discord
irreverent transforms and blank
portions of filtrate guessing alone
space
could find its own
and appreciate the reference for
tone—ask to be neglected you superstitious thing
quickly surrender to a wary sense for rational ends
and hurry against the confusions'



splatter
and hold moments for
nothing
apart and relevance enough
can find itself absence
void and the weighted power of silences
escape staircases of stories
vilifying the reluctance in change from such ever-changing
structures
fall off and forget where you needed to
pick up from
the space after a laugh
left rather vulnerable or
in terrifying predicaments
ascertaining distance
for more uncommon lines
uncertainty and graceless
promiscuous, harmless vulgarity
and honest friendly pranks
rummy—
on chances that any given challenge will be one you
aren't prepare for
again
a metered distraction
to abstract and consolation
for familiarity
no quarter to the sense
left wringing itself again
to guessing frameworks
and finishing sentence
structures and their chaotic congruence
kept waiting between forever
irate at the exchanges left
such services with customer
smiles and fixative attitudes
graceless incantations and odd, nervous twitches

Tired Flesh
winnow a catch
from tired flesh and stoned thought 
between glances of comforters
thrown around in ease
and caught out nervously
twining a non-conceptual



turn about some phrasing
in case there is something
to actually avoid
of dust gathered clouds
forgetting the filtrate
at times just plowing past reason
trying to remember 
the ways of forgetting
that leave us our pages and paper—
belief systems and running awkward behavior
as if to describe
misunderstood description
and concentrate
mingling with relevance
between a turn of page
or phrase
and keys in languid
counter-motion
and congruence
asking letters for their stoic
pronunciations
and misspelling—
there's a
nothing
billowing shapes in formulates
and amorphously accumulating non-space
un-filling

Dormancy
those pardoning the plundering language of interstitial mayhem
would like to get to know those
kindly grazing catches in uncommon stances
amongst strangers meant to stay
pacing out cataclysm clever enough
to concentrate relevance in other space
its a lot of the same words in the same ways
to find ways to spell the spilling slips of substance
if wish could actually hear rather than guess
sound would always be guess work anyway
random filtration of relevance
perspectives and wonderment
the imaginary could be strong enough
to convince just about anybody
there are memories for grasping



the pockets of language steeped in soaked cadences
of mouths and mucous again
the patience to hurry
the calm worry to casting some happenings
too quickly for just healing
this gaping insecurity
of solitude and isolate pondering
filling in so quickly for the quickening pulse
tense and rigid in responding
to an unnecessary needed device
called calculated infatuation
or the crushing sensations of greed
foreboding a shadowed influence
every time we speak
guarding ourselves from the traps set to
transform postulates we gained in stillness
immovable conscious logic flexing calmly
to fit forms and release to stretching
or melding
that warmth and kindness to reach rushing
toward bitter cold and fierce
obligatory feelings caging reluctance to cold feet
and dropping it
such heavy burdens
not willing to share with the unwilling
the weight, the wait, the waayy...
around again,
all the way around again
from the ground
gourds drinking themselves
for the thirst they can't help imagine
and imagine for the forsaking of the supposed reality
of cold, distal, distinct portions of emotion and intellect
dormant
hopefully,
don't discount just how rebellious emotions can be
just to pardon the ways in which feelings attach to relevance that
doesn't exist as a permanent external apex
flippant grim compilations of thought process
jutting out in random cadence
alone to an empty house
as always
usually
at least
there is the inference of actuality understanding
in transference
but keep organized
there is ever to lose yourself foreboding



about
living an empty shell
such flippant words
a hermit
so dismal and decayed
there is no line to draw toward
I want love that does not exist.
I want to make it exist.
It doesn't. 
There is work, hardship, argument, mean, bitter, cold, rigid, boring, annoying, time
that's no saving graceless conception for being realistic
cynical and remember the passions sweltering at this
reminiscently empty
years dosing bitter mean from every corner of this reality
drops of incantation seeping in filtrate
corners and eyelashes and cool lips curved about a sarcast smile
wondering, if this is to draw closely
a filament for such gaps in reasoning
slightly reactionary to prompting the death of the word love
to forsake itself to non-existence
for the sake of real relationships
the words all used up,
the world is all used away
as usual.
As usual.
Get out
get out.


